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Board to decide on honoring
farmworkers with boycott
By Clara S. Chien
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Demjanjuk shouldn’t
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Now THAT I HAVE YOUR
ATTENTION...
the same goes for smokers. I
have forged friendships with
people with the opening line of,
"Thank God! Ibu’re a smoker,
too!"
Most parties I’ve been to lately have resembled junior high
school dances, except it’s the
non-smokers on one side of the
room and the smokers on the
other. Funny thing, the smokers
always have more fun.
While leaving my 3 p.m. storytelling class last week, I
stepped outside and fumbled
for my cigarettes. As I lit up, I
heard a classmate’s voice behind
me, "You shouldn’t smoke it’s
so gross." I turned to agree and
saw the Marlboro light in her
mouth. I smiled. "Need a
match?"

I know that smoking is dimgusting. I know that it kills peopie. And I don’t intend to be a
smoker for the rest of my
already-shortened life. But hey,
in the meanwhile, nobody likes
a quitter.

most Americans, the
Middle East seems a
To
convoluted array of
wars that after so many years just
spells trouble. Times are changing for the better and so is the
Middle East.
Many people believed that
peace in not achievable in that
area of the world. But did the
Berlin Wall not come down? Did
not Soviet Communism die?

and the West Bank city of Jericho.
This part of the world has not
seen peace for hundreds of
years. After World War II, the
U.N. created the state of Israel
in 1948. Within the same week,
Arab states attacked Israel, but
the latter defeated the Arabs,
gaining more territory then
originally allocated to them by
the U.N. partition plan.

’Times are
changing for the
better and so is the
Middle East.’
Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasser Arafat
renounccu the use of terrorism
against Israelis in Tunis, Tunisia.
The PLO and the Israeli leaders
have agreed to mutual recognition.
President Clinton is now cornmunicating with Arafat, who
attended the White House
peace accord. Also attending
the accord were former Presidents George Bush and Jimmy
Carter as well as Israeli Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres and
Israeli Prime Minster Yitzhak
Rabin. The leaders signed a
peace accord recognizing Palestin ian self-rule in the Gaza Strip

’It is important that
peace be achieved.
The war has gone
on too long,
Hopefully, with
the two leaders
willing to come to
some agreement, a
positive solution
can be achieved.’
In 1964, Yasser Arafat became
a founding member of the PLO,
whose goal it was to destroy
Israel and replace it with a Palestinian state,
Three years later, during the
Six Day war, Israel captured the
Sinai, the Gaza Strip, the West
Bank, East Jerusalem and the
Golan Heights from its neighbors.

Editor
Vegetable-wielding hedgehogs have been invading my dreams lately. Old-world mammals bouncing about as they splatter day-glo plant and
announce, "You’re either on the bus...or off the
bus."
Yes, Ken Kesey soon sets down at SJSU. A reading is promised for all who wish to attend.
(At this point in the article all of you "intellectuals" can shield the thought process with any
"hippie," "druggie," "freak" nametag desired.)
In giddy anticipation, I have spent weeks shifting the thought process through peaks and valleys.
After all, something festive has to tie done to celebrate the coming of the Psyt heclelic Christ.
In order to spread the word to the hard-core
soul searchers, my one-man boycott of the Daily
has been temporarily suspended.
This is calling to all you merry pranksters out
there. It is time to get down to the serious pranks.
I’m not advocating the strategic bombing of the
bookstore or any strifing of the Business Tower,
but if some of you college students would like to take
the broomsticks out of your asses we might be able
to have some downright educational fun.
Whatever it takes for you to get into a festive
mood a little chaos on the tongue, a few herbs
on your brownies
it makes no difference what
tools are used as long as the final product is a masterpiece.
Tis time the SJSU Rennaissance kicked into
gear.
All you engineers might want to turn Tower
Lawn into a giant maze. Veggie-burger stands
might work well for all you business mongers.
Do not give me some bullhonky excuse about
missing classes. Just go ahead, ask your accounting
professor if the class can have a poetry reading
around the fountain.
Drag the entire music department out to play a
few Bon Jovi tunes. I am counting on you to get to
campus Into full circus mood by high noon.
Any neo-facsist control-freaks who have already
planned the downfall of my day ’o fun, should listen to a little secret: we are not in highschool anymore.
The university police can not confiscate your
Walkman. You do not have to wait for the lyp-sync
contest to act goofy.
I challenge anyone and everyone to come out
to read his or her manifesto. I....! battle of the
minds shall not be stopped.
The key is to remenber that this is not an "Acid
Power Hoe-Down" or a "Peace Rally." This is a
mind-expanding event, an attempt to wake people
from their sleepwalking existence.
Please feel free to prepare your favorite alarm
clock for the day ’o fun but try to understand that
no matter how hip or square one looks, one is still
either on the bus.. .or off the bus!
Aaron Voorhees
junior; creative arts

Editor:

In 1973, the Arab states
invaded Israel on Yom Kippur,
the holiest day in the Jewish calendar. Starting a war that day
would be equivalent to having a
war begin on Christmas Eve.
Later on, in 1979, Egypt signed
a peace treaty with Israel.
The PLO leadership moved
from Lebanon to Tunis, Tunisia
after Israel’s 1982-1985 operadon in Lebanon, which trapped
15,000 PLO guerrillas in Beirut.
The uprising, or Intifada,
began in 1987 by Palestinians in
the Gaza Strip and West Bank,
The horror and death continue
to the present day.
"We who have fought against
you, the Palestinians, we say to
you today in a loud and clear
voice, ’ enough of blood and
tears’. Enough!," said Rabin during the peace accord.
It is important that peace be
achieved. War has gone on too
long. Hopefully, with the two
leaders willing to come to some
agreement, a positive solution
can be achieved.
Jane Monies is a Daily staff
writer

.Sarah Chew
junior, Biochemistry

Lynn Benson is a Daily staff
columnist. Her column appears
every other Wednesday.
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Letters to the Editor
Jesus, not God,
has a physical image
In response to the letter by Ailabogie Aikpaojie
("If God is white, what am I," Sept. 20) I would like
to clarify a few things.
Mr. Aikpaojie mentioned, "So God created man
in his own image." (Gen. 1:27) In that passage,
Moses is referring to spiritua’ image rather than
physical.
A man consists of three parts: physical body,
soul and spirit. Therefore, the image of God actually consists of God’s characteristics.
All men and women can love, imagine and worship, which animals can’t do because they don’t
have spirit.
The purpose of creating men in God’s image is
so that men can relate to Him and have a relationship with Him.
The Bible is also a literature book and many
things written in there should not be taken literally. Often the actual meaning of some written materials should be studied carefully before making a
conclusion.
The religious images you mentioned are of the
physical Jesus on earth and not of God in heaven.
God is a spiritual being so He doesn’t have a physical image.
Remember the Christmas story ofJesus born in
Bethlehem? He was born a Jew, not African, Asian
or any other nationality.
No one knows exactly whatiesus looked like, so
those religious images painted in churches and
books were artists’ perceptions of Him based on
where they were born and during what period.
When Mr. Aikpaojie mentioned that Satan
might be portrayed as the forefather of blacks, I
felt a sharp pain in my heart. That is simply not
true. Regardless of age, sex or race, we are all the
same inside.
Mr. Aikpaojie, I know where your frustrations
come from because I, a Chinese-American, once
asked the same question.
I don’t know how long have you gone to
church or how much do you study the Bible but,
if you have questions, I would like to recommend
a very wonderful church.
Emmanuel Baptist Church on White road in
San Jose has more than 4,000 African-American
members.
Please visit them and talk to their church leaders concerning your questions.

Give peace a chance, for a change

Reportem

Cohimniats: Jim
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Get down and funky
in the spirit of Ken Kesey

There will not be a retrial for John Demjanjuk, the man suspected of being the
sadistic "Ivan the Terrible," one of the
operators of the gas chambers at the Treblinka
death camp during World War II.
Demjanjuk won his freedom Sunday when the
Israeli Supreme Court rejected demands from
Nazi-hunters and Holocaust survivors that he be
tried on other charges.
The U.S.-Israel extradition agreement allows
Israel to prosecute only on the original charge,
not on charges or new information brought up
later.
There is considerable evidence that Demjanjuk
served at a different death camp. Demjanjuk has
always denied that he was ever a guard at any Nazi
camp and had no knowledge of the genocide that
Nazis were carrying out.
The retired Ohio autoworker will return to the
U.S. to argue for restoration of his citizenship.
Demjanjuk’s citizenship was revoked in 1981 on
grounds that he had lied about his wartime service.
Demjanjuk will return to the U.S. continuing to
claim that he was only 20 when captured by the
German army during World War II. He says that
been a smoker for five then go to the kitchen in search
he did not have anything to do with the murderI’ye
years now and I’m getting of coffee and cigarettes. At that
ing of thousands of Jews at Nazi death camps
time, I didn’t partake of either
cranky.
despite evidence against him.
First, the cafeteria was vice. Until one day, when I got
If Demjanjuk’s citizenship is reinstated, the
Clinton administration will be throwing away declared a no-smoking zone. tired of saying "no" and
Israeli efforts to bring Nazi murderers to justice. Then the Pub was declared a no- demanded both. It was all downDemjanjuk will not be prosecuted for his service smoking zone. Then the Arena hill from there.
was declared a no-smoking zone.
in Nazi death and concentration camps.
***
The real "Ivan the Terrible" is still free, Even the residence halls might
uncharged and unprosecuted. He may even be an become smoke free.
I’m really excited that cigaWhat the hell do I have to do
American citizen.
Even if Demjanjuk is not "Ivan the Terrible," to smoke in peace? Move to rette companies are offering
incentives to smoke. Manz
there should be a trial to determine other Nazi North Carolina?
brands offer "miles" or "cash
camp participation. There is evidence, but accord***
on the pack. Most people save
ing to Israeli Supreme Court Justice Theodore
these green stamps of death for
Orr, "the subject does not require an additional
hearing."
Granted, we smokers are a jackets or ashtrays or hats. I’m
What is true in Israel does not necessarily relate dying breed. But it angers me saving up for the iron lung.
to the justice system in the U.S. We should require that I have fewer rights than
***
an additional hearing to decide whether or not spotted owls. Heck, they can
Demjanjuk be allowed American citizenship smoke wherever they want., and
based on his participation in the war.
could even share cigarettes with
The thing that bugs me about
Americans fought in World War II and lost lumberjacks (who, thanks to the non-smokers is that so many of
their lives fighting against German racism and owls, have more than enough them reek of piety. I am very
ignorance.The U.S. cannot allow the "American time on their hands).
conscientious about secondDream" to be handed to escaped Nazis.
This scourge against smokers hand smoke and even carry cighas roots in my hometown, Wal- arette butts for blocks while
nut Creek. Walnut Creek was searching for a garbage can
one of the first cities to enact a (butts aren’t biodegradable).
no-smoking ordinance in restauRegardless, whenever I light
rants. I knew it was the start of up I catch glances from those
The SPARTAN DMIN provides a Forum page
to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Con- something ugly. Unfortunately, holier-than-thou non-smokers
tributions are encouraged from students, staff,
few people listen to underage and I know what they’re thinkfaculty and others who are interested in the uni- smokers.
ing. "Eeeeew, that’s so gross.
versity at large.
Don’t you know you’re hurting
*4*
Any letter or column for the forum page must
my body and yours by exposing
be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the
us to lethal toxins?" I want to
I started smoking while I lived answer back, "Yes, and I’m hopnewsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
information booth in the Student Union.
in Germany, where the standard ing that my filthy habit will keep
present for an 8-year-old is a you away from me."
Zippo lighter and a pack of
unfiltered Camels (no, not really). Every afternoon at 3 o’clock,
my host mother would put my
In times of extreme crisis,
host brother down for a nap and people tend to band together;
EDITORIAL

UNIVIlsrry

Campus Viewpoint

While not ’Ivan the
Terrible,’ he still lied
about his Nazi past
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SPartaGUide Center
The San Jose State calendar
dent Union Call 289-1829
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Show,
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Art
Building Marla Novo 9244330
SPARTA FENCING CW8: Regular practice, 800 p.m. Spartan Complex 89 Call Bruce
275-8546
SPARTAN TRACK AND CROSSCOUNTRY CLUB: Practice for
those interested, 5:30 p.m.
San Jose City College track

TODAY

AKBAYAN CLUB: Application
handouts, 9:00 a.m. - 1:00
p.m. outside Student Union;
second general meeting,
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Almaden
Room Call Rich or Eileen
534-1140
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD (ASPB):
Wednesday night cinema,
"The Crying Game," 6:00
p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Student
Union Ballroom 924-6261
CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY/NEWMAN CommuNrry: BLACK STUDENT UNION: Black
Wednesday evening discus- Talk Forum, 6:00-8:00 p.m.
sion and social, 7:30 p.m. Multicultural Center Third
Campus Ministry Center Call Floor Student Union Call Kofi
Weusi-Puryear 446-1020
Fr. Mark 298-0204
CLUBE LUSITANIA PORTUGUESE LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSTUDENT ASSOCIATION: Sec- SHIP: "Chat the Movies" preond club meeting, everyone sents "Last Temptation of
welcome, 11:30 a.m. - Christ," 6:00 p.m. Campus
12:30 p.m. Montalvo Room Chapel Call Tim 298-0204
& Student Union Call Ruben SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Show,
Gouveia 729-7534
FANTASY/STRATEGY CLUB: 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Art
Meeting AD&D, Whitewolf, Building Marla Novo 924etc., 5:30 - 10:00 p.m. 4330
Guadalupe Room, Student THE LISTENING HOUR/LIVE
JAZZ: Voice of Vicki Burns
Union, Hotline: 924-7097
SJSU STUDENTS AGAINST THE and guitar, 12:30 - 1:15
VOUCHER SYSTEM: First orga- p.m. Music Building Concert
nizational meeting, 12:00 Hall Call Joan Stubbe 924p.m. Costanoan Room Stu- 4631
sputiGuke iavsilaJk to Ii}.S.0 taxitras, faculty and staff org-attli/atiOt Is hwfive. Item [line s3

Thursday

Issu (far.Fxwe pulication. Forms are available at the Spar= ltoilv, DISH
ed via- may foto. reaming the ntunlyr of entries.
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Inmate who won right
to die is dead at 30
RIVERSIDE (AP) Howard
Andrews, a paralyzed prisoner
who won a right-to-die case
before the California Supreme
Court but chose to live, has died
of septic shock, officials said. He
was 30.
Andrews died Sunday morning at Riverside General Hospital, said Knit] Peters, a
spokesman for the California
Institution for Men at Chino.
Andrews had been unable to
pass urine through a new
catheter that doctors had inserted at the prison, and they discovered bleeding when they
removed it, Peters said Monday.
Septic shock can be caused
by an allergic reaction or severe
infection. It is most likely to
occur in people with internal
bleeding.
Andrews was paralyzed from
the neck down in May 1991

when he plunged from a thin : tier cell at Folsom Prison.
Taken to the California Medical Facility in Vacaville, he
refused food and medication
several times, prompting a
prison doctor to seek a court
order to force-feed him.
The state Supreme Court
ruled on July 26 that Andrews
had the right to refuse life-saving assistance. But by then, he
had begun accepting treaunem.
Andrews seemed willing to
continue treatment, said Steven
Fama, a former attorney for
Andrews who visited him four
weeks ago.
"There was absolutely no
indication that he was going to
refuse treatment, at least that is
what he expressed to me,"
Fama said. "I have a great deal
of concern about the circumstances of his death."

Quake shocks Californians
who thought they escaped
KLAMATH FAI.I.S, Ore.
The earthquake that
(AP)
rocked southern Oregon
brought a double shock to a
family who moved away from
California to escape such
events.
"My husband retired and
said he was going to get away
from earthquakes. He could
not believe this," said Kathy
Heard, whose family spent
Monday night in their car and
pickup truck outside a Red
Cross shelter.
Kathy and Charles Heard
and their daughter Kelly Ann,

13, lived in Whittier. Calif.,
when the 1987 earthquake
struck.
Though Klamath Falls is
located on the eastern slope of
the Cascade Range, made tip
of’ a series of volcanoes. the
town doesn’t have a reputation
for earthquakes.
At first, the quake was exciting for Doug and Holly Blackwell as they sat at home rocking their children to sleep.
About 100 people were so
shaken by the quake that they
spent the night at the Red
Cross shelter.
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oils and managers of tempotat y agencies.
Members have free access to
From page
photocopy
computers,
workshops that include basic job machines, faxes and telephones
search techniques, resumes and and employer informant tit ceninterviews. The enrollment ses- ter. ’The networking is fantassion is where paperwork is filled tic," ten Bosch said.
According to ten Bosch, Pro
out and kept on file.
"What you get out of this (the Net is a very suppot five environcenter) are all the resources that ment because thet e are may
we offer," said ten Bosch. There people in the same boat from all
are non-required advanced walks of life who are headed
workshops that include attitudes toward the same goalgetting a
for success, compensation and job. The experience received at
negotiation, telemarketing, and Pro Net can be valuable as well:
advanced interview and resume. some of the people curren tiv
Pro Net also provides oppor- employed there were menthe’s
tunities to hear people speak on looking for work.
To take advantage of these
subjects such as motivation and
entrepreneurship from attor- resources, one must plan ahead.

There is a waiting list of three to
six weeks to apply as a lull member.
Another place to try is the
Career Action Center in Palo
Alto, which serves 7,0(X) members.
is
A free orientation scssii
offered Monday through Itidav
at 10 a.m. and once a month on
Thursdays. For $10. a day pass
call lxtilt, hased, and lor $05, a
one-veal menthe; ship (att be
purchased.
The full menthe! .11 p allows
access to the Calvet At tit iiNetwork, the job seat(It suppot t
group and redit«qi fees for
workshops that run anyw here
between $30 - $60, ticpcjiding
upon the length of the wot

shop.
Other resources available are
5,000 to 6,000 new local job listings per month, iesume reviews,
interview workshops and access
to the resource library, which
contains 1,500 volumes and
1,500 files on local companies.
Center Relations Assistant Susan
Busing said it is one of the
largest resource libraries on the
West Coast.
The center offers the use of
their copy machines and a pay
phone, but computers and faxes
are not available.
Both of these career centers
offer a variety of options for people looking for work depending
upon individual desires and
needs.

Boycott

tied "No Grapes," whit h gives ail
historic accounts of (have/.
drive, numerous undergt tittui
water supplies are makitig
ple sick.
"This boycott is a key element
of sensibility," De Alba said.
"What we’re saying is that we ate
sensible to our commtnnts. on
our University, to the universe.
It’s 0 te least we can all ii,

Passing the boycott will mean
that groups who receive A.S.
funds will olds le( eiye the fill
on the conditioni that they not
serve table grapes at their events.
A.S. will grant budget allocations
to van’ ’ii’. imiyetsity ( lubs and
depot intents on the sit ict conditi ii h.tt these clubs at id depart111(111" will not Set kt 1.tittt- grapes
with Ihe

From page 1
all students, auxiliaries and
departments to join the boycott.
"Chavez’s first boycott against
grapes was in the ’60s," De Alba
said. "There was a boycott
because of the use of toxic pesticides and chemicals that cause
cancer and birth defects. Parents
work in the fields, they have kids
those kids are born without a
limb, without a backbone. This
is a reality. Cancer-causing chemicals are affecting all these people in small farming communities in California."
De Alba said he would like to
get more people involved with
the boycott at all levels, especially at the state level. His first priority, though, is getting something done on campus.
"We’d like to see the university instate a table grape boycott,"
he said.
Noel Martin, director of students rights and responsibilities,
agrees. "As student representatives on this campus, we want to
make sure that this resolution
does not get passed and forgotten, but rather we would like to

see a snowball effect that will
engulf all university auxiliaries,"
said Martin, also a sponsor director.
"We must help to continue
what Cesar Chavez has started,"
he said.
George Gonzales, a senior
majoring in public administration, is a concerned student. He
marched in a rally with Cesai
Chavez and Dolores Huerta five
years ago.
"I was moved so much at the
time that I decided I’d make a
commitment to support the boycott of grapes," he said.
"Why I got involved and why
I want others to get involved
with A.S. and this cause is
because we as students can make
a difference. Students are
accountable, we can work hard
on this cause."
California’s Central Valley is
the chief region where high
numbers of illnesses, due to
claim of pesticides, have been
reported. Many of the cities it)
the area are surrounded In
grape fields. One city, Elirli mart,
has a childhood cancer rate
1,200 percent above the national average.
According to a videotape enti-

Rise in college costs
outpaces income, inflation
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BOSTON (AP) The cost
; years of double-digit incr eases
Displays
’Sales Flyers
of higher education continues fueled primarily by state budget
Charts & Graphs ’Copy From
to outpace income, inflation shortfalls: room and board
and financial aid this fall, even as boosted the price to $6,207.
The average cost of commucolleges and universities slash
services, according to the Col- nity and public junior colleges
Pv!;Ihr;e2(4.1
jumped 10 percent for the third
lege Board.
The average tuition, room straight year in a row, to a stagand board climbed 6 percent to gering $1,229.
Still, 38 percent of public uni$6,207 at four-year public universities and 5 percent to versities have put off making
Capon Iron, slid* nonlife, & oak,. adinanonn
$15,818 at four-year private col- repairs to buildings, 31 percent
wean additional chata
leges, the College Board report- have cut the number of courses
ed in a survey being released they offer and 45 percent have
left full-time faculty positions
Wednesday.
The increases were about the unfilled, the association said.
"Public institutions continue
same, or slightly less, than last
year’s, as competition sharpened to be under great pressure to
252.782 I
for the dwindling number of increase tuition, but I think
1821 Saratoga Ave II
they’re also under great political I 295-4336
potential students.
93 E Son Carlos St
Corner of Saratoga &
"Colleges have simply come pressure to hold down prices."
II Across From McDonald’s
Lawrence Express Wal,j1
to realize that the very markets said Donald Stewart, president Om
mem
mot lom EXP. 9/30/93 elm
they wish to serve could not ctlthr.L:ollc.elL4,;11(1.
afford them at the rate of
increase they were following."
said David L. Warren, president
of the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities.
"People are dropping out.’’
said Tchivuka Cornelius, a student at City University of New
York and president of the U.S.
Student Associaticm. "There ate
people who want to go to college but just can’t afford to."
Public university tuition rose
8 percent. to $2,527, after two
If the\ ittrut cm ..11.11 Its

Slides

8 /2")(11’

COLOR
COPIES

kinkoss

the cony center

Trash can
blocks escape
in BART crash
BAR I.
OAKLAND (AP)
officials on Tuesday disputed a
report by investigators who said
a large metal trash containut
blocked the route of passengei s
trying to escape from a transit
tunnel after a train derailed.
The incident "hampered"
pas.sengers’ escape. but the container eventually was moved,
said BART spokesman Mike
Heals%
The Dumpster was on a sidewalk in Oakland’s Chinatown.
sitting on top of the tunnel’s
exit doors, the report said.
The report by association
investigators confirmed earl le
findings that the derailment was
at least partly caused by a worn
rail and wheel in the Oakland
subway.
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Sports

Wednesday. September 22. 1993

Free Consultation with this Ad

Before

Scar

Today:
Women’s Diving: Tryouts at thc
Aquatic Center, 3p.m.

Friday:
Soccer vs. Texas Christian at
SPARTAN STADIUM, 8p.m.
Women’s Diving: Tryouts at the
Aquatic Center. 3p.m.

Treatment Center
Fast Results-No Drugs
Affordable
408-257-5481
La Rose Skin Care

CuperUno Medical & Professional Center
10311 S. De Anza Blvd. #4

Saturday:

After

An Equal
Opportunity
To Become An
Assistant Director
In Motion Pictures
\ pplications for the motion picture and
television industry’s Assistant Directors
Training Program are available now and
will be accepted until the filing deadline
of December 17, 1993.
Applicants will be considered without
regard to race, sex, color, religion, age.
sexual orientation, marital status, veteran
status, national origin, or disability.
For program information, eligibility
requirements, and application form vilte
to The Directors Guild - Producer

Football at 1. TC Be rke lc .
12:30p.m.
Volleyball vs NMSU, 7:30p.m., at
EVENT CENTER

Why Us?
Unlimited Calling
No Hidden Costs
Good Prices Great Service

TOUCH TEL PAGING
3097 Moorpark. S.J. Cal Winchester) (408) 243 IOW

Hit The
Books, Then
Hit The
Road

r

London
Frankfurt
Costa Rica
Amsterdam
Hong Kong
Casablanca

eelocs Guild - Producer Training Plan

$260*
$260*
$279*
$310*
$345*
$499*

ova roundtnp purcnase
Restnctons ari
Seats rnay be tinted so book eany Caii fd car,
student fares to eiorldwide destinations

01 Venue.] 35,1, 3 v,no. Cnifooll..1 91436-3140

send ink): mation and application tor ip
thc A,..i,lant ()hectors trainingt’um mm

iase

tonna Travel

SIE.

394 University Ave #200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

ADDRESS

415-325- 888
Eurailpasses issued
on the spot!

"What A Great Experience!"
Learning the Language
Meeting people. Coming lace to faL
with histon , art and an Immure.
culture, tood and tun.
UNIVERSITY STUDIES ABIto )
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention.
Fully accredited receive min ersit,
credit iVe provide great i lassesin
intensive language, history,
anthropology, art, business,
economics, political science...
Organized field trips and more
You provide the enthuhpqn.
University Studies
Abroad Consortium
L ni versa% ril evada I hror,
Reno, \ dila s45.7,7-tx193
(702) 784-6569
CHILE

FRANCE

ITALY

The Event Ceaei S

SPARTAN DAILY

Sports
Calendar

Read sports everyday
in the Spartan Daily!

Acne and

San lose State University

SPAIN

AUSTRALIA

ENGLAND

Club

lechitiee:
Full Aquatic Center Membership
Mini Gym
Yeer ilmoborship
Complete Cybex/Free Weight Fitness Center SJSII Fill ultv Malt
8122.69 (melderif $110)
Ten Racquetball Courts
011ei Epees Octoter it 1993
Litecycles and Stairmasters

Special Membership Offer!

IAN I
moms BY ANDY PARR) )S1
Dorothy Whitman, left, and Stephen Cruz practice a basic aikido technique in their human performance
class Tuesday. The class is taught by sixth degree black belt Jack Wada.

Students can experience
the world of martial arts
By Shari Kaplan
spartan Daily Son Wilier
The world of martial arts is
one of many disciplines, techniques and styles. For SJSU students, part of this world is
opened through the aikido,
karate and tae kwon do classes
offered by the human performance department
Aikido
"The main source of all martial arts is love," said Jack Wada,
a sixth-degree black belt in aikido and full-time instructor in
the art.
Aikido is a 20th century addition to the centuries-old concept
of martial arts.
"It originated in Japan," Wada
explained.
"It came out of the enlightenment of [founder] Morihei
Ueshiba, who lived from 1883 to
1969."
Reflecting on how aikido differs from other martial arts.
Wada believes those who undertake the study are "a bit more
holistically oriented. They look
at the big picture."
The sport does not require a
large amount of physical
strength.
"Physical moves are reinforced by mental outlook," he
said.
"You often get better as you
get older."
Its various techniques, which
involve kicking and blocking,
are difficult for some people,
easy for others.
"Aikido can be slow or fast,
soft or hard." Wada added.
Males and females of all ages
and backgrounds can participate in this non-competitive
sport.
In terms of SJSU, Wada sees
the ratio as about 60 percent
male and 40 percent female.
Most people initially go into
aikido with a view to learning
self-defense, though "different
people want different things."
Ban Tang, a freshman business major, signed up for the
lass because it seemed like an
it iteresting alternative.
"I wanted to learn something
new, sotnething different," he
said. "I’m learning it little by little, and enjoying the class."

’I want people not

to be scared to try
things they may
want to use out in
the world.’
Fernando Ramos
stsuu, kwon do nuiructor

Sport Club 924-6368
hisa-Thers:
6am-11pm
Fri:
6am 1 Opm
sat II fue:
10am-5pm

The belt-ranking system of
aikido consists of four colors:
white, blue, brown and black.
The first three colors comprise
two skill levels each; the black
belt has a full 10 levels.
Wada sees classes fill up every
semester. There is currently
enough interest for four beginning sections and one intermediate.

Akido is a martial art that does not require extensive physical strength.
The belt rankings are white, brown and black.
Tae Kwon Do

of the participant.
"All three factors go together
though," said Wada, who is it
karate instructor at SJSU. "The
competitor is oneself. You take
what you have now and maintain and improve that to
become better and better every
year."
For Wada, karate is a longterm commitment, though he
knows for some it is jut a shortterm interest, which is fine.
"Karate is for all body types and
all ages, from tiny tot to senior
citizen," he said. "Most people
find it fairly challenging.

"The way of kicking and
punching" is a translation of the
Korean phrase "the kwon do," a
martial art whose name originated in the 20th century, but
whose heritage goes back many
centuries.
"Most people like the dynamic kicks of use kwon do," said
instructor Fernando Ramos. "It
catches their attention."
Ramos sees martial arts as an
experience in which participants
can gain the courage to learn
something new and useful. "I
want people not to be scared to
try things they may want to use
out in the world," Ramos
’There are three
explained.
Jeanne Moral, a freshman
components of
biological sciences major, signed
up for the kwon do for a similar
karate: the physical,
reason. "I chose this class to
the mental and the
learn self-defense," she said. "It’s
hard, but it’s fun."
spiritual.’
Some students have other
had Wads
reasons for taking the class. ’Tae
sist:
owoto tor
kwon do does teach you how to
be motivated for self-defense,"
said Jenny Pak, a sophomore in
Kent Wong, a senior industrielementary education. "But it’s
also a good fitness program. You al studies major, has taken
karate before but wanted to conget to use your whole body."
Tae kwon do differs from the tinue his interest "I practice it to
other arts in its use of kicking. keep in shape," he said. "It’s
"It has the most amount of pretty fun and not too difficult."
Slight differences in unikicks," Ramos said. "There are
high kicks and jumping kicks." forms, rules, and form variation
Roundhouse, front, back and are where karate differs from
spin are some of the more basic other Asian martial arts. Wada
notes that karate and the kwon
kicks.
The belt-ranking system con- do are among the most closely
sists of seven colors: white, yel- related.
’Tale kwon do was once interlow, green, blue, purple, red and
black. There are nine levels of changeable with karate," Wada
explained. "It was called ’Korean
black belt.
Between 35 to 45 students Karate.’ Now they are separate.
attend each of two sections The most changes took place
offered, showing the course to within the last five to 10 years."
The karate 1,1t -ranking sysbe fairly popular. The ratio is
about 70 percent male and 30 tem consists of six colors: white,
Ecent female, according to blue, green, purple, brown and
OS.
black. Within blue, green
purple are two skill classes each;
brown has three. Black belts are
Karate
termed in degrees, which go
"There are three compo- from one to 10.
nents of karate: the physical, the
Karate has proven to be
mental and the spiritual," said among the most popular SJSU
Isao Wada, condensing to one martial arts classes, with four
sentence the art to which he is beginning and four intermedidedicated.
ate sections currently offered.
’There is a full class in all of
The physical aspect primarily
involves body coordination and them," Wada said. He estimates
mastery of integral moves, the classes average a ratio of 30
including those used for self- to 40 percent females.
defense. The mental and spiriThis is Ow wont/ parr qa thnv part
tual aspects focus on the internal development and maturity sow an human Pf7111OIVOICP chases .
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San lose State University

State o A PLO leader
shot dead in
Watch
Gaza Strip
Tempted to pocket
$1,800 he found,
student turns it in
DONNNEY, Calif. (AP) - For
an instant last week, UCLA
senior
Ricardo
Abundis
thought, "I’m rich!" On the
ground outside the Downey
post office was a bulging envelope with $1,800.
But temptation was fleeting.
Abundis, 21, turned the money
over to pilice.
"You have a lot of integrity,"
Detective Stephen Garza told
Abundis as he shook hands
with Abundis on Monday.
"It’s nice to find money,"
Abundis said. "But I always
thought if it’s not mine, then
I’d feel bad about spending it."
At about 12:30 p.m. Friday,
Abundis was driving out of the
post office parking lot when he
noticed the white envelope on
the ground. He picked it up
and saw a name on it and
another notation which read:
$1,800.
Police haven’t found the
man whose name was on the
envelope, but officers believe
he’ll turn up.
If no one claims the money
within 90 days, however,
Ahundis might be able to pocket his find.

GAZA CITY, Occupied Gaza
Strip (AP) - Assailants shot
dead a leader of PLO chairman
Yasser Arafat’s mainstream
Fatah faction in the Gaza Strip
on Tuesday.
The slaying came after a rally
celebrating the peace accord
between Israel and the PLO,
hospital officials said.
It was the first assassination
since the Palestine Liberation
Organization and Israel signed
the agreement Sept. 13.
Muhammad Abu Shahan,
35, was killed as he left the rally,
Arab reports said.
@ Pope expresses
wish to visit
Israel, no date set
VATICAN CITY (AP) Pope John Paul II and Israel’s
chief rabbi held historic talks
Tuesday, exchanging the hope
they will meet again in
Jerusalem.
The pope did not set a date
for the trip, but the rabbi suggested it could be soon.
The 30-minute meeting was
the first between the religious
leader of the Jewish state and
the leader of the world’s 900
million Roman Catholics. It was
a sign of warming ties between
the Vatican and Israel.

giving.All perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the
orginal. To order, send your check
with sales tax, add $3.00 shipping
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433 W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
(800)876-1668.

MOGADISHU,
Somalia
(AP) - U.S. Army Rangers
hunting for fugitive warlord
Mohamed Farrah Aidid scored
their first major success Tuesday
by capturing his chief aide.
U.N. military spokesman
Maj. David B. Stockwell called
Osman Atto’s arrest "a significant milestone in dismantling
the Aidid militia." The militia is
blamed for killing more than
50 U.N. peacekeepers and
plaguing the effort to rescue
Somalia from famine and civil
war.
About 50 helicopter-borne
elite Rangers took part in the
operation. They slithered down
ropes to seize Atto and three
other Aidid supporters in a
building near Digfer Hospital,
an area that officials say has
been used to lob mortar rounds
into U.N. headquarters in
Somalia.
Militiamen opened fire on
the helicopters and troops with
small arms and at least a dozen
rocket-propelled grenades. No
U.S. forces were wounded,
Stockwell said.
Tuesday’s 20-minute raid follows a series of increasingly
brazen attacks on United
Nations forces.

0 Yeltsin dissolves parliament
and announces elections

Two killed in
transport strike

MOSCOW (AP) - President
Boris Yeltsin moved to take complete control of Russia in a constitutional coup Tuesday, ousting the hard-line Congress and
announcing elections for a new
parliament in December.
Lawmakers
immediately
responded by naming Vice President Alexander Rutskoi acting
president. Yeltsin warned that
any attempt to stand in his way
would be punished by law."
Yeltsin’s main opponent, parliament speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov, holed up inside the parliament headquarters known as
the Russian White House and

MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(AP) - A nationwide transport strike turned deadly
Tuesday as armed workers
clashed with police, deepening a crisis after Sandinista
leader Daniel Ortega called
for an uprising against fuel
increases.
A police officer and a
woman bystander were
killed and at least two other
people wounded.
They were caught in a
shootout between striking
transportation workers and
police on a major highway
outside Managua.

BUDDIST MEDITATION CLASSES.
Wednesday evenings near SJSU.
Saraha Center 2974.840
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office v,sts ard x rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY arid your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or call
(800) 655-3225.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE III!!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydNing center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seek.
er, ty an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE?
Call Sport/Entertainment line
1.9009905505 ext. 460. 52.00
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone
required. Avg call 3 min. Lazey Aft.
Anchorage AK
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MODELING. Now you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM
for details. (4081249-9737.
FUND RAISER.
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups.
Clubs, motivated indNiduals.
1-800655-6935 ext.101.

AUTOIIMM
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non.Good Drivers"
SPECIAL oiscounrrs
"Good Student"
"Family Multi.car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
Needed Now!
Full time / Part time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.- Fri. Sam.- 6pm.
5550 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
(408) 286-5880.

SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will give you a chance. Salaries,
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K 31K annual. Pease
HELP WANTED
fax your resume to (510) 713.
0850 and call 1,800-883-KICK.
RED’S SPORT SHOP - looking for Ask for Mr. Beityessa.
retail sales-ski-bikegun dept. Also
looking for experienced cashiers. SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Contact Jim - 926.3020.
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
CAMPUS REP -Join an eratrg go* and preschool programs. Teachers
rg company & dembo new adores of and subs must have minimum 6
reprographics business at S.1311 units in education, recreation, or
Qualified candidates should have: child development. Full and part
Previous retail sales experience. time shifts , job sharing and flexiSome expenence operating copy ble hours for students. $6. - $8.
and/or bindery machines.
Per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
Positive upbeat attitude.
care benefits for 30+ hours week
Strong communication skills.
..t. iob for male or female
Customer service oriented.
students. Call 408/2577320.
Ability to work in fast paced
environment.
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Active participation in campus
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
activities.
You could be making up to
Be able to commit 20 firs/week. $35,000.00 your first year!
Desire to develop string malehrg To learn how, call 3788088 for an
skiiis.
appointment or fax 3788089.
Willingness to participate in a six
week paid training program.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn
We offer competitive hourly rate + up to $2,000+/month + work! traybonus based on sales production. el (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
Apply in person and complete etc.). Summer and career employ
an application. COPYMAT-119 ment available. No experience
East San Carlos, San Jose.
necessary. For more information
call 1-206834-0468 ext. C6041.
NIGHT COUNSELOR
We are a residential treatment
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
facility for emotionally disturbed
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-8004364365 ext. P-3310.
children ages 7-17. We have an
opening for Nght Relief Child Care
Worker to work 10 pm. to 6 am.
WARNING
weeknights and/or weekends to fill
97% of "work at home" job
in for vacations and sick time off.
offers are worthless. Don’t waste
your money. call (408)2297273
Qualifications:
21 years minimum age.
and learn which opportunities
Maintain a positive attitude.
are legitimate.
’Work in team environment.
Interest in learning skill &
LP TO $1,775 $7,100 POt MONTH
without selling! Let your answering
knowledge of child care.
machine do the selling for you.
Starting salary $5.95 per hour.
Send resumes to: Job Code:
Call my exciting recording for
NCCW/SD,1.0.0.F.
details today! (408) 450.2750.
Children’s Home, P.O. Box 155,
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students
Glroy, CA 95021. E.O.E.
needed! Earn up to $2,500+/mo.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY is in canneries or on fishing vessels.
looking for friendly and energetic Many employers provide room
hosts, bus and wait staff. Day 8. board & transportation. No
and/or night shifts available. Apply experience necessary. For more
in person at 51 N. San Pedro, M F. information call: (206) 545-4155
ext. A6041.
3- 4 pert. No phone calls please.

ELECTRONICS
IMAGEWRITER II PRINTER
$225. o.b.o. Excellent condition.
Call Mary 408/866-8586.

FOR SALE
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances from Paris
Perfumes. Versicrs of. Chanel No 5,
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful, Joy.
Eternity, Shalimar. Oscar de la
Renta, Red, Giorgio, Poison. White
Linen. Pssion, L’Air du Temps,
Halston, Samsera, Realities,
Spellbound, Escape & Lauren.
1/2 oz.. 515./bottle, 1 oz. -520.
bottle Great for yourself or gift

GREEKS & CLUES
Raise up to $1,000. in Just one
week! For your fraternity, sorority
& club. Plus $1,000. for yourself!
Arid a Free T-shirt just for calling.
1.800932-0528. ext. 75.
SECURITY: RILL ON PART TIME
RAI training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
Excellent Benefits
Credit Union
Medical/Dental Insurance
Vacation Pay
Referral Bonus
Apply. Monday Fnday 8 am 5 pin
Vandwird lecurIty Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
CA 95054. Near 101. at San
Tomas Espy. & Okott. Equal
OPPertunaY Employer.

called Yeltsin’s actions "a state
coup."
Yeltsin’s gamble could decide
the future of Russian politics
and what kind of government
ultimately will emerge from the
chaos of the post-Soviet era.
It was his boldest move since
he faced down tanks during an
abortive August 1991 Soviet
coup.
Khasbulatov urged the police
and military to ignore orders
from the president and
appealed for a nationwide general strike.
Yeltsin made similar calls in
1991.

Phone:

BED SETS: Queen: $S& Rd: $75
Twin: $65. Bunkbeds: $1.25.
Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers mattress set: $285. Everything
Reach out 4 hours per week as a new!) 9982337.
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure BICYCLE 10 SPEED tungsten
mental illness We tra.n. Call frame. New tires. $50. o.b.o. Call
(408)436.0606
Kathy or Cheryl 9-5, W.9956421

ANNOUNCEMENTS

22, 1993
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ID U.S. Army
captures
fugitive
warlord’s
no. 2 man

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified cokanns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

Wednesday, September

MMW
STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets.
5495./rno, incl. uul. + $300. sec.
ck eurking Call 259-7040.
1110Rftt S5. 611JDIRS626/11911
Dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
1 week free! HMS 9978200 x335.
2110RM APARTMENT $7150/MO.
SeeertIY type buikfing
Secure parking
Close in
Modern building
" Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
576 S. 5th St. (408) 2956893

$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL INCL.
Krtch/laundry pay. Share bath. Tel.
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE HIRING, see. No smoking. Intl health env.
Off site warehouse: MTh. 8-5. Capitol Expy./HelNer park. Hill loc.
Computer department: Mon. 812. Phone Jen 226-9938.N msg.
Pease call 924-1800 for info

SINGLE: $600. DOUBLE: $425.
Food available Mon. -Fri. Cable.
Maid, Laundry. Contact Elizabeth
at: 292-7303.
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED1
Large studio. 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
just minutes from SJSU!
Call Timbenvood Apts.
57E16800.
2 BR 1 BA. near SJSU/Argan Town
Pvt, parking, laundry. $685./mo.
Call (510) 8296348 for appt.

CUSTOM T.N4IRTS IN 45 DAYS!
If you are looking for silk
screening quality at competitive
prices, look no further. Century
Graphics prides itself on quality
work, quick turn around and a
positive happy staff. Call for
quotes at 966.3351. Thanks!
50% DISCOUffTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty?!
Eye Liner-. Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
4083793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Campbell. CA 95008.

NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, M.A., local college
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your
Question, I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900505CCIS.
95$/min. Mon.-Thurs. 28 pin.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profits support local education programs. College Career
Information Services.
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Membership open exclusively
to SJSU Students. Alumni. and
Advisory Faculty!
Services include:
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans
$ Debt Consolidation Loans
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location:
48 S. 7th Street, Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
(408)947-7273.

AN OASIS OF QUALITY. 3 brier,
2 ba. apt. 1 block from campus.
Secured parking. $875./mo.
$100. off for Asst. mgr. 2795784. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
GATEWAY APTS.
grades when help is just a call
2 blocks from campus.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
2 bd./2 ba., 900-1.000 sq. ft.
college teacher) assists with
Ideal for up to 4 students.
research & writing. Tutorial also
Free cable. Underground parking. avail. Friendly. canng, confidential.
Security gates. Game room.
Regular visits to your campus.
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Samples & references available.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
Call mgr. 947-0803.
for free phone consultation:
1-8006068898 ask for Daniel.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Willow Gardens Apartments PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
Specialist. Confidential.
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300. B.A. and 15 years experience. Now
Your own probe or disposable.
The best in Willow Glen area. accepting students wishing to
335 S. Baywcod Ave. San Jose.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3 excell at guitar or bass. All styles
2477486.
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room welcome: Rock, R&B, Jan, Fusion,
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool & Blues, Folk, Reggae, and Funk. PAGERS. BUY, SELL, TRADE &
saunas. For move in special, call Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced recrystal. 1 free month of service
408/998-0300.
are welcome. Bill: 408/2988124. with each referral. Low rates &
excellent service. We have voice
700 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
mail. Will trade for CD’s, electronic
1100WENX.MACS
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
Mac Repair & Upgrades
equipment or video games. Once
1 bdrm. /1 bath $595. Walk or
WhileUWart Service!
you become a customer you can
ride bike to school. Very clean,
resell our pagers to earn $5.
2306 K Walsh Ave.
roomy & remodeled. Secured
Santa Clara
408/522-7203 or 374-3167.
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
Open NaF 9:00 am.- 500 pm.
IV. Ample parking Call 2889157
408/988-2334.
LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
Helpful insight? Know thyself!
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS. MEN AND WOMEN - BARE IT AU.! Astrology interpretation $19.95.
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Send check and your birth date,
4 blocks from campus. Free cable Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or time of birth, city & state, to
TV, water & garbage. Off street using chemicals. Let us perma- D. McGrane, Box 143. New
parking available. Several units nently remove your unwanted hair. Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Constarting at 5710.00/mo. Call Dan Back- Chest- Lip- Bikini Chin - tains approx. 15 detailed pages.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty plus 5 page information sheet!
at 295-5256.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, SERVICES FINANCIAL
WRMNO, RESEARCH, EDITING. 621 E. Campbell Ave. 017,
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS availVersatile, expert staff.
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
able. Recorded message gives
ESL students a specialty.
details. 408/848.3555 ext. 112.
800777-7901.

SERVICES

924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282

DO YOU want. computer march
done to find scholarships for you?
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call Of write: Unique
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae,
CA 94030. 1415i 692-4847
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Schoiarsn,b Matching
No GPA or needstwifications
Money back guarantee
Information & application:
.IW Scholarship Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
San Jose. CA 951530450
406.620-RARE

WORD PROCESSING
HAYWARD.FREMONTLINION CITY
WOrdprocessing and tyP
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA,
APA arid Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 11 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/492-97$4.

EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Too may reports and not
enough time? Let me do the
typing!
Resumes,
term
papers, theses. etc. IBM
compatible computer / laser
$5 FREE $S FOR COLLEGE SS drmter. FAX machine. Notary
Private money is ava,laC,e now
public. Call Anna - 9724992.
scholarships, grants 8, work
study. No financial need. No GPA I HATE
TO TYPEI
min. Over 350,000 active donors. if this got your attention, give yourFor free application & info, call self a break. Let me do it for you!
408/522.7222 or write Scholarship Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
478 W. Hamilton Ave. *397, Resumes, term papers & theses.
Campoell. CA 95008. $10 )0 off SPA format. $2.00 per double
. space’ Page / 5.00 minimum. Cali
with ad or referral. We w
any advertised Once S,
-43354.
guaranteed
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
rig’
SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED! Poless.onai
Theses, Term Pan,No minimum GPA. No - -&
: ,
Group Projects. Reerri
need. Send for Free h
-,. LPremier Resources. P.O Box 970. Manuscripts. etc v. .
Pleasanton, CA 94566.
HP Laser II. All for"
.
;.
in VA S’oc.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE III
lAty-.
Money is waiting for you right now storage A wr.from Private Scholarships. Grants free,
e.
promo’.
and Fellowships. No Financ,ai seNice. To avoid disappointment.
Need and No GPA minimum call now to reserve your time! C,-o
re:Axed. For FREE irterature pack- PAM 247-2681 (Eiart-81pm) o. L
age. CALL NOW! 408-993-7208. Save A4dltlaw110% Per Rotensii
Access/control 02081993.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers
DON’T PAY III!
.
Don’t pay $70 $100. for a scho- projects, resumes. le - arship search. Get 5. sautes NOW! All formats. espec
+L A
Call ScholaxDotlarS today!! Expeienced, dependat
701 $2. min, 5 return. Transcriptions 9.
19009E030323
me. chat 18 cr Wm TT chore reci. & Arhaden / Branhasave even more, order our book Coil unda 14081264-4504.
"Scholarships, Grants and Loans".
Contains dozens of money sources EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
& time saving tips. Order today! Science anc English papers theOnly 55.95 to Scholar-DOA. P0. ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041. Free spell check and storage.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6 SPA, Turabian and other formats
vars. Strauss Ent, 408.625-1910. Resumes, editing, graphcs
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251.0449

DAILY CLASSIRED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

=HOER= I I ODEOE E
C Li EEFMEMEL
DOOMEDE FIELJEDEDEFE 1 1 Li 7=77E7011=
E=DEETTIO=EFIEDEED70 I FlOPMEJEFFI
EDDE7ED7DEEEMEEEDE LILt 17777777777
None

Ad Rates:

3 -line miniroum
Two Throe
One
Day
Days
Days
3 linos
$5
$9
$7
Ilmes
$10
$15
$e
5 linos
$7
$9
$11
6 ’Inas
$12
$11
$10
$1 iii ovA aiklihwu,iI lie

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flys
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rate Increase, by 111 per day.
F irst line (25 spaces) ,n bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 addihonal words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES’
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines $90.
15-l9 lines $110

Aadess
C,ty

Mt.

4,0[0d.

Please check
your classification:
Announcements
- Automotive

Pstre
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Joe. State University,

San Jos*, CA., 90192-0145
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication MAX ads are prepaid
Consecutive publications dates only MI No refunds on Cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL 11106) 924-3217

-

Electronics
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Services
t
Services F
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing
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Classes taught by comedians
No test or written work
Videos/Movies
1(408)2486811 (510)748-0126 (415)255-8886
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Carnhiz Arainejad plays a "santour," or hammer dulcimer, which he
constructed. The santour is one of the main instruments in Persian

music and can be accompanied by the flute. The instrument has been
around since 200 B.C.

Persian music class mixes old with new
By lane Montes
Sa8rn
Staff %Cruet
Taking a step away from the
traditional sounds ofjazz, SJSU’s
music department has added a
new class this semester called the
Persian music ensemble.
Students learn about sounds
from Iran while getting a chance
to use their musical talents during class. The music class is run
by student teacher Cambiz
Arainejad, a senior majoring in
voice at SJSU.
Arainejad, who was born and
raised in Iran, grew up with Persian music. Arainejad writes all
the music for the ensemble. He
anticipates to escalate Persian
music to three levels
traditional, modern rock, and futuristic.
He assists students with
singing and also contributes by
playing the "santour," or hammer dulcimer. The class ensemble is also accompanied by
Arainejad’s ex-wife on flute and
faculty member Joan Stubbe.
"I don’t believe in traditional
or conventional music. I want to
make Persian music with rock a
background," Arainejad said.
For the class no Persian instruments are required.
The class is in need of Persian
singers. He is willing to assist
non-singing majors who are
interested in performing fbr the
class.
’The (Iranian) words arc easy
to pronounce and will have
instruments to compliment
them if any non-Iranian speakers want to sing," Arainejad said.

He has full say on how the class
is run as a student director while
also receiving credit for the
experience.
Jamshid Baghdad is a continuing student taking the class for
musical enrichment. He has
taken classes in piano and a
singing class in Italian.
"I hope to improve reading

slitrun Trailt, Staff Writer

ciate a different kind of music
you must first have to tolerate it."
Modirzadeh said.
If the class does well, Arainejad plans to take the ensemble
out on the road. His ultimate
goal is to produce a record. The
ensemble is scheduled to give a
concert Dec. 9 in the Concert
Hall of the music department.
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’I don’t believe in
traditional or
conventional
music. I want to
make Persian
music with a rock
background.’

All You Can Eat!
$1 Off Dinner with coupon
Monday thru Thursday
Guud for up to 4 people

Dinner $15.95
Lunch $ 8.95 (Mon. -Fri)
$10.95 (Sat.& Sun.)
All you can eat sushi. fresh fruit, crab)
sashimi ’tinned, Japanese appetizers. I
1
fish and desserts.
1
(Lobster Sunday-Thursday nights)

year dictatorship.
"Southern Front" won a 1991
American Book Award from the
Before Columbus Foundation.
Zamora will read from her
second lxiok of poetry "Releasing Serpents." The book consists
of 30 new poems and poetry
from her previous collection
"Restless Serpents." The poetry
retrieves the positive and problem elements in Chicano culture.
Zamora gave her first public
reading from her new novel in
San Francisco on Sept. 17. She
was surprised to see the room
filled to capacity.
In the next few months
Zamora will give readings at
Harvard and Yale.
Hispanic Heritage Month
takes place from Sept. 15 to Oct.
15.
It was established in 1988 by
the federal government to
acknowledge the accompl:- mews of 1.5. Hispanics.

In celebration of Hispanic
Heritage Month, author Alejandro Murguia and poet Bernice
Zamora will give free readings
from their newly released publications Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
the Trinity Episcopal Church.
"The importance of Latinos
in the U.S. is becoming more
and more evident," said Murguia, author of "Southern
Front."
You do not get the feeling of
California unless you read Hispanic literature because 50 percent of the people are Latino,
he said.
"Getting attendance and
building up readership to support these (Hispanic) writers’
unique contribution to this
country is important." Nfurguia
said.
Murgula’s collection of short
stories describes the experiences
of the volunteers who joined the
Sandinistas in Nicaragua. MurTrendy Episcopal Church is al 81
guia and others joined the struggle to help overthrow the 45- N Second St.

END OF SUMMER

SALE
SEPTEMBER 23rd

’bossism, Rd

the notes, but it’s too cal IS to
expect anything from the class
just yet," Baghdad said.
The Persian music ensemble
is one of the only classes of its
kind in the nation at a university
level. Arainejad also helped with
a similar program at the University of Indiana where four concerts were performed with 12
American musicians.
"I believe the arts can ultimately defeat politics and art
can
compliment
people,"
Arainejad said. Some students
may be hesitant to attend 0
class because of schedule or
political conflicts, he said.

WESTERN MOUNTAINEERING’s

I The Biggest Japanese Seafood Buffet in the Bay Area!:

I Open Everyday,
ii:30 am -2:00 pm
5:30-9:30 pm
Cambiz Arainejad
mak insiructor

Hispanic writers celebrate
awareness month with readings
By Nicole Martin

Haiti Nlodirzadeh, an SJSU
music instructor, feels that as a
music professor it is important
to open different cultural
groups to the community music
majors and non-majors. Music is
not a universal language and all
humans speak many dialects, he
said.
"Before someone can appre-
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Sale includes Selected Items from the foClocoing Categories

28C
Japanese Seafood Buffet
855 E. Homestead Rd., Sunnyvale
(408) 737-7793

Sworn Cies. ClnO

HIKING B0C101-S
ASOLO, MERRELL, SCARPA,
ONESPORT, La SPORTIVA

Affordable Childcare
Preschool / Childcare for 2-5 year olds
hours 7am-6pm
V1/4meals provided
some subsidized rates
4tt,
3
SAN JOSE lanNorthose
Ipt,th Street
666.112
ts
DAY
(408) 288NURSERY
Caked Way Childcare %rat,
tecredited In: the Nati llll al Association for
the Edueation of luting Children
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phis Great Deals on Rock Climbing Gear by PETZL E WILD COUNTRY

BACKPACKS
20%

DANA, OSPREY, 1ANSPORT
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SIERRA DESIGNS, NORTH FACE,
MOSS, E WILD COUNTRY

15%

30% OFF!

I

DOWN SLEEPING BAGS
GORE-TEX E FLEECE CLOTHING

20% 2596 OFR
ts95 ee 40% OFF!

11C)AT I NCI
SEA KAYAKS by NECKY, PRIION
c WILDERNESS SYSTEMS

10% .306 WI
2596 OFF!

CANOES by MAD RIVER wor. Models/
RIVER KAYAKS by PERCEPTION,
INFINITY, PRIION, E NOAH 4.4,4n we.)

SKI I (It

SEPTEMBER 22
6&9PM

Comn

SHOES by La SPORTIVA,
BOREAL, SCARPA, 5.10

1096 30% OFF!
N I

Early Season Ski Equipment at GREAT PRICES!
Come In E Check It Out!
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What experience do you have to distinguish
yourself from the thousands of new college
graduates who enter the work force each year?
Today’s employers are looking for practical experience and proven management and
leadership skills. Consider the challenging and rewarding opportunities that could
await you as a Marine Corps Officer. The following except is from my resume which
depicts my first 3 years in the Marine Corps.

KLINKER

5/88 - 5/91

Production and Material Control Supervisor: Managed maintenance operations responsible for the
readiness, launch and recovery of 13 CH46Es aircraft valued at over $400 million. Managed an annual
operating budget of $2.4 million. Supervised 7 departments consisting of 120 maintenance personnel.
* Created and implemented Linear Programming PERT/CPM model to optimize scheduling of major
Depot level rework of all squadron aircraft. Reduced down time by 33%.
Honored with Highest Operational Readiness of any Navy and Marine Corps squadron in 2nd quarter
of 1989
* Selected to lead 30 day remote training exercise. Set squadron record of 700+ flight hours.

10/87 - 4/88

SCAIL 02-1-4555

" Selected among 6 other Lieutenants to coordinate the time sensitive acquistion of $23 million ol ne,A
equipment required for the transition from F4s to F/A18s.
* Restructured a faded Hazardous Waste/Materials program. Ranked in top 10% of similar programs
in a 2 month follow-up inspection.

ORIZON

RING’s

ER

Our undergraduate officer programs can assure you of that first job after college. You
can choose from 32 exciting career paths to be used as a stepping stone for the future
or as the beginning of a fulfilling lifelong career. These programs offer:

EMBER 28th
lit 6,

nday:
rg Categortes

U. to 35%

Support Equipment Maintenance Supervisor: Prioritized and directed daily efforts of 65
maintenance personnel Ensured the material readiness of the $53 million of equipment required to
support 7 squadrons consisting of 103 aircraft.

*
*
*
*
*

Paid Summer training - $1600.00 for 6 weeks or $2700.00 for 10 weeks
Financial assistance during the academic school year
No obligation by participating in the summer training programs
No on-campus training
Guaranteed Aviation for qualified men and women

OFF!

15% , 35% OFF!
15% , 25% OFF!
ZL E WILD COUNTRY

20% OFF!

To find out if your qualified, or if you have any question about Marine Corps
Commissioning Programs, call Captain Greg Gettinger at (510) 865-7284 or meet me
on campus on most Wednesdays from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm.

What experience do you have to distinguish
yourself from the thousands of new college
graduates who enter the work force each year?
Today’s employers are looking for practical experience and proven management and
leadership skills. Consider the challenging and rewarding opportunities that could
await you as a Marine Corps Officer. The following except is from my resume which
depicts my first 3 years in the Marine Corps.
5/88 - 5/91

Production and Material Control Supervisor: Managed maintenance operations responsible for the
readiness, launch and recovery of 13 CH46Es aircraft valued at over $400 million. Managed an annual
operating budget of $2.4 million. Supervised 7 departments consisting of 120 maintenance personnel.
" Created and implemented Linear Programming PERT/CPM model to optimize scheduling of major
Depot level rework of all squadron aircraft Reduced down time by 33%.
* Honored with Highest Operational Readiness of any Navy and Marine Corps squadron in 2nd quarter
of 1989.
* Selected to lead 30 day remote training exercise. Set squadron record of 700+ flight hours.

10/87 - 4/88

Support Equipment Maintenance Supervisor: Prioritized and directed daily efforts of 65
maintenance personnel Ensured the material readiness of the $53 million of equipment required to
support 7 squadrons consisting of 103 aircraft.
* Selected among 6 other Lieutenants to coordinate the time sensitive acquistion of $23 million of new
equipment required for the transition from F4s to F/A18s.
* Restructured a failed Hazardous Waste/Materials program. Ranked in top 10% of similar programs
in a 2 month follow-up inspection.

Our undergraduate officer programs can assure you of that first job after college. You
can choose from 32 exciting career paths to be used as a stepping stone for the future
or as the beginning of a fulfilling lifelong career. These programs offer:
*
*
*
*
*

Paid Summer training - $1600.00 for 6 weeks or $2700.00 for 10 weeks
Financial assistance during the academic school year
No obligation by participating in the summer training programs
No on-campus training
Guaranteed Aviation for qualified men and women

To find out if your qualified, or if you have any question about Marine Corps
Commissioning Programs, call Captain Greg Gettinger at (510) 865-7284 or meet me
on campus on most Wednesdays from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm.

